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Powdered Líght . .
tÍHE weird luminous powder that lights up this
I sirl's face in called a þbospltor, It is one secret of
the amazing efficiency of General Electric Fluorescent
Lamps. Coated inside a fiuorescent tube, phosphors
transform iøo i ìb l e ultravi olet rays into o i i b l e li ght-the
soft, cool, abundant light that is making seeing easier
in war factories, stores' offices, and many homes'
s

s

.

and better light. And research has constantly worked
to improve G-E Fluorescent lamps in dozens of other
ways. You get the full benefit
of all this research when you
buy G-E Fluorescent lamps-the
lamps that Stay Brígbter Longer,

G-E Lamp Research developed these phosphors from a
combination of many elements and has refined and improved them again and again in the interest of more light

G.E MAZI'A LAMPS
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¡.UORESCET'IT.FIXTUR E MAl.IUFACTURERS:

G-E ballasts are a powe¡ful

:J,

sales

featu¡e to add to your product.

ITUORESCENT.FIXTURE BUYERS:

Specify G-E ballasts-to help assure good
performance, negligible maintenance, and
long life of your fl.uorescent installations.

â recent report from a Midwestern
Ff"*"',
bomber plant: "The 12,000 G-E ballasts we installed
in 1942 have been operating round-the-clock ever
since. To date there have been only six electrical
failures." A performance record 99.99 per cent
perfect

!

This experience is not unique. Even the ouer-all
operating record of G-E ballasts is better than

99.5 per cent perfect.
Other outstanding features of G-E ballasts are:
quiel operotion-assured by an unusually close fit
between core and coils and a rigid clamping structure; cool operotion-assured by use of low-loss
materials, and a special insulating compound that

rapidly dissipates heat; motched

cho¡qcteristics

matched with the lamps they are to operate -to
assure rated lamp life and rated light output;
odoplobility-convenient dimensions that permit a
standard-width wiring channel for practically all

fixtures. Catalog GEA-3293F contains complete
"
data. General Electric, Schenectadg 5, N. Y.
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THE BROIñIN-OUT
By HOW.ARD ILGNER,

J{ø -9tt ßr;ght"z S¿dn.

Superintendent, Bureau of Electric Service, Milwaukee, Wisc,

Lesr fall it was the consensus that blackouts,
climouts and brown-outs were definitely a thing
of the past and that all future efforts coulcl be
pointed toward improving night traffic conditions in the postwar period.
Today, we have the brown-out as a conservation measure. We face conditions as we fincl
them. But a checkup on our street lighting,
now brought into sharp focus by the absence
of other illumination, shoulcl prove to public
officials the need for the establishment of definite lighting standards.
In spite of the ability of our generating plants
to procluce electrical energy in the recluirecl
amounts and our networks to transmit and clistribute it to the points where it is neeclecl, the
brou,n-out is with us on an even more restrictive basis than the original plan.
The fact is that in most parts of otlr colrntry
the generation of electrical energy requires fuel

ancl the war requirements have created a shortage in the supply of coal and other fuels'

While the orders prohibit the use of electricity for outdoor advertising, promotional,

clecorative and ornamental lighting, ancl show
rvinclow lighting, the orders, in addition there-

to, prohibit thJuse of electricity for white way
sreet lighting in excess of the amolrnt cleterminecl by local public authority to be necessary
for public safety.
While this may seem to be the greatest amiction of all, yet if the order is carriecl out as it
is written, it should have very little effect on
the great majority of street lighting systems'
Not only are there relatively few streets in
this country tighted in excess of that necessary
for public safety but on the other hand, there
are too few of our streets lightecl to the extent
generally considered adequate for public safety
by competent authorities.
Two years ago when the brown-out threatened to become a reality, the Street ancl Highway Lighting Committee of the Institute of
Traffic Engineers recommended that street and
highway lighting should not be reduced below
the minimum required footcandles for night
traffic safety, as given in the Traffic Engineering
Handbook and the Illuminating Engineering
Society's " 1940 Recommended Practice of
Street Lighting."
'r Condensed Í.rom Public
(36) Page 4
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At that tirne we were assllred b1, the \\'ar
Production Boa¡d that any conservation program worked out would be so designecl as not
to affect adversely public morale, health or
safety. It appears from a careful stucly of the
recent War Procluction Board's orders that
their attitucle is much the same.
It is essential, however, that the persolìs responsible for public safety swing into action
and properly guide the "Local Public Authority" in making determinations as to currailment where public safety is at stake.
Engineers in charge of traffic ancl public
lighting should furnish such clata as are ,neeclecl
to make intelligent decisions.
Street lighting is one of the most inlportant
factors in night traffic safety. There rnust be
safety from attack and robbery of the manl'
workers, especially women, who use the streers
cluring the late night ancl early morning hours
in these war clays, antl for the protection of
property ancl equipment against sabotage.
The contribution of street. lighting in effectively preventing peclestrian and vehicular traffic accidents and their resulting toll of hurlan
life, personal injuries- ancl economic losses is
proportional to the effectiveness of the street
illumination in provicling visibility adeqì.rare
for acculate, certain ancl comfortable seeing,
not just expenclecl watts or generatecl llrmens.
(Conlinued on page 23)

IYELL READ !
May we suggest that you take a second
look at the advertisement on the inside front
coverof this issue. . ."PO\)IDERED LlGHT."
Just as we go to press comes the report that

this ad was one of the best read and best
remembered ads in the weekly magazines in
wh¡ch it appeared. Based on Starch Reader-

ship Surveys it rated second among óO ads
in the February 24th issue of POST and
second among óó ads in February 1gth LIFE.
The young lady is M¡ss L¡ll¡an Janashak of

the Chemical Products Division, Nela Park;
the black-lisht photo was taken by Howard
Tesreau, Nela Park photographer; the advertisement wås prepared by Batton, Barton,
Durstine and Osborn.
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THE COVER SUB.IECT
From the G-E Lamp Department's series of natural color photographs
developing the "Moving the Sun" theme, featured in current advertising,
we have chosen a cover for the Magazine of LIGHT. The subject is a
grade school class in ¿n outdoor classroom. The idea of learning geography
outdoors in the presence of nature on a warm spring day is especially appealing because of the daylight, ln our climate, temperature and gray days
require a large part of our activities to be carried on indoors, classes in
geography, too. For our safety and comfo¡t indoors, many facilities have
beøn created and modern lighting is one of the most versatile of these.
Thanks to the patient genius of the men in G-E laboratories, we are able
today to bring most of the effective appeal of sunshine to our work indoors.
The "Moving the Sun" outdoor classroom picture is the work of Victor
Keppler, one of the nation's most famous photographcrs.
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" Co^forts o{ ltome" are much ìn
in unilorm today. Good l¡sht'
ing ís one o( tåose com{orts wh¡ch can be simply pro'
vided. ln a recent survey Nela P¿rk specíalists counted
a totâl sf 255lomps wh¡ch would fígure ín the health
I
and sô {ety nd
the mincls

'The

of

Americ¿ns

TIGHTING . r . Ðetígn l"n
By WJIRD HÄRRISON,

Director, Nela Park Ensineerins Division

Preþared from an, address before the Architectural League, New Yorh City, and also
deliuered to a grouþ of architects of Chíca,go.

IN tnn

accompanying illustrations are shown
the fluorescent lamps we had available at the
start of the war. (Dernonstration l.) Six years
ago with fluorescent
lamps we were able
for the frrst tirne to
produce colored liþht
tlzoF ou'
at very high efficiency.
tMpRESSl0ll5
Back in 1939 we beARË 6AINÊD
lieved colored larnps

A

Tilru' OUR EYËS

ONE IOOK IS
AS GOOD AS

rooo woRDs

Seeíng

would represent a
substantial propor'tion of the business.

In fact, however, this
proPortion never
reached 5 per cent.
Perhaps it is one of

very definitely, to the aclvantages of a new plant
planned exactly for the work in hand, plus
better facilities, such as better ventilation and

more and better lighting.
At an early date we expect to niake availablc
in the fluorescent line certain lamps such as
the Circline in three sizes, (Demonstration 2-3)
which shoulcl frncl consiclerable application in
portable lamps for the home, also for decorative lighting installations in many other interiors. Some architects believe that interesting
clesigns can be worked ollt for ceiling fixtures.
Note the one in the sketch by W. E. Kapp, a
prominent architect of Detroit. (Chart B.)
Anothcr group (Demonstration 4) named
"slimline" lamps with reference to their length
¡vhich is 50 to 100 times the diameter. We foresee their application in many locations, ancl
in particular where the architect wishes to accerìtuate his structure either insicle or out with
long, slencler lines of light. This will norv be

those applications of light which naturally proceecl slowly, or perhaps, the colors which we

have offered are too saturated. \,Var regulations have very properlv bannecl the colors but
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practically all the sizes of these lamps are still
in white and in daylight. Literally,
millions of lamps, or as some put it, thousands
of miles of them are now cloing service in
warplants. It's common knowledge that such
new plants have generally proved thernselves
capable of larger output than was expected
of them, and this result is believed to be due,
available

The t$A,GA.ZINE oJ LIGIIT
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Demonstration 4

accomplished, too, at no sacrifice
efficiency, for the . longest latnps

in lighting
run at 65

lumens per watt, 25 per cent more efficient
than any type or size of fluorescent lamp heretofore available from any source. The lamps
are designed to run at either of two levels of
brightness. \4/e recommend the lower brightness when they are to be used exposed to view.
All the Slimline lamps start instantly whereas
earlier types of fluorescent lamps started less
smoothly. Practically instantaneous starting
for all types of fluotescent lamps is what we
expect after the war. Often people inquire,
"Are these lamps hot cathode or cold cathode?"
In Demonstration 5 there are three lamps
all operated in series on the same circuit, that
is, with the same current flowing through all,
and they all look alike. The bottom lamp has
an iron (cold) cathode-the second one, tungsten, has a (hoQ cathode and the top .lamp is
both hot and cold-hot cathode on one end,
cold on the other. In each case the central
light giving part of the lamp doesn't know and
cloesn't care at all what type of cathocle its current flows from.
The difierence is nothing you can see, but,
in brief, we know that whenever electric current leaves a solid conductor, a piece of wire
for example, and starts to travel through a
fluorescent lamp, a certain toll is exacted, that
is, there is a loss of some of the electric power
supplied, and this loss is converted into heat
in the gas near the conductor, the cathode, at
the point where the current leaves it. If the
cá.thode is small like the little coil of tungsten
wire which forms an incandescent lamp filament it becomes recl hot and is called a "hot
cathode." If it is a relatively large piece of
sheet metal-say the size and shape of a child's
thimble, only longer-it does not become much
heated and is therefore termecl "a cold cathocle."
(Charts C and D.)
Now up to a certain point, the hotter a cathode is, the easier the current leaves it and the
less the loss of power. For example, the cath(4O) Page a

toll or cathode loss in a 3-foot iron (cold)
cathode lamp, is 40 per cent and in an 8-foot
cold cathocle lamp it is usually about 20 per
cent of the power supplied. \,Vith the tungsten
(hoÐ cathodes the losses are less than /6 as
much. Note in Dernonstration 5 the thermometers at both ends of the hybrid larnp. The temperature of the iron cathode, left, is 1l0o above
70" room temPerature and of the tllngsten
cathode end only 40" above, demonstrating that
the cold cathode consffuction actually gives ofi
more heat than does the hot cathode.
What are other differences between iron and
tungsten cathodes? For one thing, the tungsten coil will withstand being turned ofi and

ocle

on several thousancl times but the iron will
stand that service indefrnitely, perhaps a million times or so. Therefore where the lamps
are to be flashed continually, use iron cathodes.

All fluorescent lamps live a long time; the
life of a hot cathode lamp is 2500 to 6500 hours
or 3 to 8 times that of an incandescent lamP'
But after a year or more of service, the coil of
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a hot cathode eventually fails so that. the lamp
will no longer light, whereas the cold cathocle
lamp, perfectly made, might theoretically go on

forever. The extra life isn't a very valuable
feature, however, because other things being
equal, the candlepower of the tungsten and
iron cathode lamps goes down identically with
the hours of use and most hot cathocle lamps
live,so long anyway that, because of the diminished light output, it is cheaper to throw them
away than to keep on burning them.
For all of these reasons the fluorescent lamps
announced by the General Electric Company
to date have been of the tungsten hot cathode
type. We may, however, at some future date
supply iron cathode lamps for special uses suclr

on and off.
Another thing to be kept in mind is that
the ability to operate fluorescent lamps of given
dimensions at difierent currents will not in the
futùre, be confined to Slimline lamps. Thus
if a 100-watt lamp, is equipped with the proper
cathode for the lower current it can be operated
at 40 watts.* It is interesting to know that as
the watts go down, the efficiency goes up, so
that insteacl of 42 lumens per watt it becomes
54 lumens per watt at 40 watts. In other words,
50 per cent of the light for 40 per cent of the
power. There is a great advantage (which I
shall emphasize further on) from the standpoint of comfortable lighting in keeping the
brightness of light sources low. By installing
ten lamps at half power instead of five at full
as continuous flashing

power, this is accomplished to a marked degree.

It is true that more sockets and

more lamps

are required, but since there is a definire gain
* Demonstration 6 is not shown because it could not
reproduced
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by printing.
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efficiency, total cost

of illumination

should

remain about the same, and the increased comfort is obtained without penalty.
The second part of my talk is planned to deal
with the use of light sources, both new and old,
so as to produce an adequate, pleasing and

comfortable illumination rerult. That is the
kind of lighting which wears well. Of course
it is too much to expect that any installation
planned in 1945 will be pointed to with pride
in 1955 or 1960; the industry moves too fast for
that. On the other hand, some installations
planned as late as 1942 are already recognized
as unsatisfactory in 1945 and this is something

quite inexcusable, a situation which could be
entirely avoided by skillful planning. InstalIations that become obsolete quickly are principally those in which the lighting is inadequate

and/or uncomfortable, and I wish to emphasize
therefore the factors that tend to make a lighting installation uncomfortable, also those that
can make it. comfortable.
I would like to introduce the subject by remincling you of the story of the eminent physi
cian who because of his love of the work took

over the brunt of the lecture course to senior
medical stuclents. On the completion of his
final lecture he said, "There, gentlemen, I have
taught you all I know about anatomy and about
the amelioration and cure of human ills. Unfortunately, one half of what I have told you
is not ftue. Still more unfortunately, I do not
know which half it is." A professor of mathematics would never have said that, but a good
reason why the physician felt that he clid not
have all the right answers was because the
science of medicine has to do with the behavior
of human beings, and therefore, is not an exact
science. Illuminating Engineering is in the
Pase

9 (41)

Lighting is for humans to see
by, and humans do not all react alike under
fixed lighting conditions, nor do they have the
same likes and dislikes. Therefore., I can only
tell you what lighting I believe will generally
be pronounced comfortable. As in tlae case of
that eminent physician, what I tell you may be
subject to a possible correction factor of 50
per cent.
Will you try to recall the most pleasing and
effective artificial lighting you have experienced. It was likely in a theatre. There is
something very attractive about a theatrical
stage as the curtain goes up. Its large area
almost fills the field of view, at- least it does so
for people in the first eight or ten rows. The
sources of light are all concealed yet the stage
may be so brilliantly illuminated that you see
quickly and easily all the things you wish to
see. The stage is very different from a movie
screen which is a relatively small bright area
against a large black background, and except
in the case of a most engrossing picture, makes
one conscious qf unpleasant ancl rying contrasts. There is one other pleasing feature
about. stage lighting, namely, one doesn't see
aluminum furniture or mirrors or other shiny
objects so placed that amazingly bright reflections get back into the eyes of the audience.
The property man would be fired for that, at
least in normal times.
To recapitulate, on the stage there is lots
of light.
50 to 200 footcandles or more
same category.

Demonstration 7
(42) Paee lO
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No direct sources of light are visible
No indirectly lighted expanse of ceiling

is

visible

There are no unpleasant reflectioni from
shiny surfaces.
The question naturally arises: Why can't
we duplicate these conditions in other locations, in an office building, for example. The
principal reason is that if sources of light are
concealed from view in one direction, they
are generally visible from another. In a theatre
all the audience faces the same way which just
isn't practicable in most offices. You may know,
too, that stage lighting is not particularly comfortable from the standpoint of the actors.
It seerris inevitab-le, therefore, that in 'our
quest for adequate and comfortable lighting,.
we shall have to do a little studying as to whát
sources will be found tolerable in the visual
field and what ones will not. We might start
by assuming that up to a given brightness any''
light source is comfortable and above that, it
is not. Let's try it. If I set the brightness of
a demonstration souice so that it appears just
glaring to me, a meter projected on the wall
reads 1000. A meter measuring the brightness
of the surrounding area reads 10. Now if we
should bring up the surrounding, say, to 50,
then the globe would no longer appear glaring.
You might say, "Ah, I understand. . . . it isn't
absolute brightness that causes glare, it's a matter of contrast." That is, if we increase the
brightness of the background by 10, we can
increase the light source by l0 also. But, ,curiously enough when the light source and its
surroundings are both up about l0 to l, you
would not like it at all. Suppose we readjusted
the light source brightness downward until it
was pleasant. Laboratory observations show
that where the background brightness is up
l0 to l, we can increase the light source about
2 to I and maintain comfort. lVe come now to
a statement embracing what we can observe by
Demonstration 7.
The ltlltcÃ.ZlNE oJ LIGIIT

Proposition 1-"To double the brightness of a light source without discomfort, increase the surrounding
brightness l0 times. Conversely, re-

ducing light source brightness greatly
increases comfort."
You can see why I am enthusiastic about
lamps at half power.
From Demonstration 8 we learn that a source
which is fairly comfortable and reasonably in
accord with the rule of Proposition l, achieves
this effect even though the background seems
dark. But suppose we make the light source
much larger by opening the diaphram. What
then? Our conclusion is expressed in the form of
Proþosition 2-"Discomfort frorn a
light source of fixed brightness increases with its visible area."
That explains to you why even indirect lighting can and frequently does cause discomfort
if you have to look at too large an expanse of
ceiling, particularly when the ceiling has to be
bright enough to give you the 40 or 50 footcandles of illumination that you may need on
your work.
So much for the brightness of light sources.
Now let us approach the problem of comfort
from another viewpoint. What kind of outdoor lighting conditions have you found most
pleasant? Is it on an overcast day? I think
not-rather something more like this sketchy
representation of a sunny day on the golf course.
What are this scene's (Chart F) outstanding
characteristics? Just as in the theare, the light
source, the sun in this case, is well outside the
field of view and furthermore the total range
of brightness over all visible objects is moderate. We can measure these brightnesses with

tlìe same instrument we used for the glare
a little while ago, or we can compute
them well enough if we know the quantity of
incident light and how much of it they reflect.
source

For example, the tree, or rather its leaves, teceives 7000 footcandles from the sun and perhaps 1000 from the vault of the sky, a total,
let us say, of 8000. About 4 per cent of this
light is reflected from the tree so that its brightness is a little over 300. The brightest sizeable
area in the picture is the white cloud and it
would measure approximately 3000 footcandles.
As a matter of fact, nearly all the brightnesses
fall between 300 and 3000, that is, a range of
l0 to 1. The golf ball is outside this range,
but it is very small in area so that, as we learned
from Proposition 2, it is not likely to be a
solrrce of glare. The situation would be quite
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if for the golf ball we substituted a

large patch of snow under the August sunshine.
The trunk of the tree in deep shade is at the

other exreme, far below 300 footcandles in
brightness but it too subtends only a small
angle at the eye and therefore merely adds
depth and interest to the picture., I think we
are ready now for
Proposition J-"For comfort keep the
ranges in brightness, particularly of
adjacent areas in the visual freld,

within reasonable limits-lO to l-if
possible."

Your attention should be called to one other
thing in this picture that contributes materially
to the comfort of the golfer. The footcandles
measured at his eye are only about 1000 which
is very much less than the footcandles (8000)
on most of the things he is looking at. I would
like to incorporate this in our
Proposition 4-"Always have much
more light on the work than ,at the
eyes

if

possible."

+ Demonstration
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Both laboratory and freld observations

have

shown that this is very important; nevertheless,
because of our limited time I am going to ask
you to take this Proposition 4 more ot less on

faith, and likewise the two which follow.
In the corridor illustrated in the photograph
(Chart G) glare would not be a very severe

if bare lamps were used because no one stays very long nor should he tax
his vision very greatly in a corridor. llowever,
a long line of light sources is visible here and
consideration even

the point I want to make is that their individ.
ual glare efiects are cumulative, in fact, as

./----a

nearly as we know, each one of them makes
approximately the same contribution toward
reducing visibility and probably toward causing discomfort. llhis is expressed in
Proþosition 5-"EacÌi. one of a row of
light sources makes the same contribution toward glare assuming uniform
light distribution in the lower hemisphere."

Proposition 5 suggests why it is that a lighting
system which would be reasonably satisfactory
in a private office might prove very objectionable in a large general office five times as long.
The glare efiect would be multiplied by five.
I think you will agree that you could recognize
a man at the far end of this corridor much more
readily and comfortably if deep beams rvere
extended across it at intervals and hid the distant fixtures. .In an office as well as in a corridor, cross beams are effective in concealin¡ç
distant lamps and what is just as rmportant,
concealing the distant bright areas of ceiling
in an indirect installation.
And now we come to
(441 Pase 12

6-" Mounting light sources
high greatly reduces glare."
Experience has shown that where lamps are
locãted 40 feet or more above the floor, almost
any kind of light source, even a bare 500-watt
incandescent lamp, can be used with comparative comfort. In most buildings this is of course
a totally impractical height, but never lose .an
opportunity to place light sources up close to
the ceiling. Looking at the question'more
broaclly, it may be that the opportunity to locate
light sources higher is in itself an adequate reason for specifying office ceiling heights .greater
than the recently popular 9 foot 6 inches.
With existing limitations on the placement
of light sources in most buildings,'we find from
experience that we cannot generally use unshielded lamps and obtain comfortable lighting.
Either they are too bright for their surround.
ings and thereby violate Proposition l, or they
are too large in area violating Proposition 2,
or too many fixtures are visible violating Proposition 5, or they have to be hung too low,
Proposition 6. Shielding, therefore, becomes
important. Shields may either be opaque or
translucent.' There are objections to opaque
shields because of appearance and because of
the severe brigbtness ratios that they set up
violating Proposition 3. Glass or plastic shields
overcome this disadvantage and have a wide
usefulness. There is a place, however, for a rnaterial which combines the durability and inexpensiveness of metal with the translucency .of
glass or plastic. We hav'e recently completed
a clevelopment along this line which we have
termed "luminous metal." It is really just
thin sheet metal with small perforations close
Pr o þ o si, t ion

together.

Some sample strips of the luminous rnetal
with decorative designs worked out by McStay
J ackson of Chicago are shown in Demonstration
I 0. They are in copper, brass, and alumrnum.
In general, they make their best appearance
when painted flat white.
And now I come to a different, but by nó
means least important consideration having to
do with comfort in lighting. I can probably
explain it best by means of two boxes lighted
to equal brightness. (Demonstration ll.) Naturally enough two black letters put in the
boxes stand out with equal distinctness. Each
letter is ar the front of its box, that is, in the
plane of the opening. If I push the left-hand
letter back toward the rear of the box, that
makes little difference, the letter still remains
black against its background. However, tvhen
I push the other letter back, it begins to facle
The IlIA,GAZTNE ol LIGHT
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"We

have recentl y completed

a development along this

line

which we have termed t'luminous metal." lt is really just

thin sheet metal with

small

perforations close together."

from view. There is nothing different about
the letters, therefore there must be something
different about the boxes, and there is a real
difierence. lfhe left-hand box is illuminated
to l0 footcanclles by means of one small lamp,
the other box is illuminated to 250 footcanclles
or 25 times as much. If I turn off the light,
you will see that it's literally been true that
"black is white" if you put enough light on
the black. Photometric measurements shorv
that the white lining of the left-hand box reflects 75 per cent and the black of the other
box 3 per cent. This difference is just counterbalanced by supplying 25 times more light in
the black box. If we turn the white faces of
the letters to the front all the conditions are
reversed. The point I want to make is with
regard to the letters is that you cannot see the
dark letter against the dark background at 250
footcandles as well as you can see the black
letter against the white background at l0 footcandles. Actually, it would take several thousand footcandles to achieve equal visibility.

Demonstration
No.

2

A well-printecl book with large type, held at
normal reading distance, is just as legible as
the larger letters on this chart are to most of
you, and l0 footcandles will illuminate such a
book reasonably well for reading just as it illuminates this chart, (Demonstration 12.) However, reading a well-printed book is a very
minor seeing task in a work-a-day world. A
real task, such as the third and fourth carbon
copy of a shipping memorandum which has to
be reacl carefully both in the office and in the
factory is quite typical. Continued work on
such memos can cause severe eye fatigue where
the illumination is inadequate. If l0 footcandles are right for a well-printed book you
need not less than 30 footcandles on a phone
book.
When we come to such tasks as stitching with
black thread on black cloth, we approach the
condition of the black letter in the black box,
and more than 1000 footcandles, in fact, full

sunlight will not be too much. Finally, please
that 100 footcandles helps you to recog-

observe

11
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4

miles

hour

nize srnaller letters than can be seen at

l0 foot-

candles. Usual recommendations for

offices

and drafting rooms are 40 footcandles and 75
footcandles respectively ancl are based on such
considerations. I think you will agree it is
not too much. lfhe cost of providing 40 footcanclles of artificial light toclay is actually a
little less than the cost of 4 footcandles just
before the beginning of \4rorld War I. Due to

a much greater appreciation of the value of

goocl lighting, 40-footcandle systems are more

comlnon today than 4-footcandle installations
rrclc thcn. So here is

PIEI{TY OF GOOD LIûHT
MAKES COMFORTABLE SIGHT
AND YOU CAN ACTUALLY SEE MORE
WHEII¡ READING THIS UNDER THE H¡GH
LEVEL OF ILLUMINATION THAN WHEN THE LIGHT.
ING IS POOR. VOU WII.I. FIND THAÍ UNDER HI6H ILLUMI.
NAÍIOA YOU CAN COMFCñÎAEY RAAO ONE OR lWO MORE LINÊs I}IÂN
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-'{*'.Demonstration 12

Pt"oposition 7-"Cornfortable lighting
requires that sufficient footcandles
should be supplied for easy seeing of
indoor tasks. These levels of illumination are far above those for barely
seeing."

Ancl now by illustration, I want to connect
this Proposition No. 7 with the six propositions
which have preceded it. You will recall that
the earlier ones all had to do with the negative
or cliscomfort features of lighting which was
poorly planned. Some of you may be old enough
to have riclden on a lurnber wagon. If so, yor-r
(46) Page
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know

it didn't

have any springs. When drawn

by horses at about 4 miles an hour (Chart H)
it wasn't so bad, but what would it be now if
furnished with an engine or was towed along
behind an automobile at 40 miles an hour?
(Chart I.)
Lighting at different levels is not so different
f¡om the lumber wagon at difierent speeds.
When you have low levels of lighting-Z footcandles or perhaps 4-you find it difficult to
see but you may be quite comfortable in other
respects. Usually you are not much bothered
by light solrrces that are too bright or by contrasts that are too great. But when you get
up' to 40 footcandles, you will get bumped
pretty hard by glare if you don't take Precalrtions against it. In an automobile, we have
learned that if we are to ride comfortably at
40 mites an hour, we must have good springs
and we must also have large, resilient tires, and
these things are worthwhile, for with them we
get to places quickly and comfortably. Few of
us are willing to stick to 4 miles per hour to
avoid the necessity of having more carefully
rlcsigned vehicles.

, In the same way, we must have carefully engineered lighting if we want the advantage of

the quick and easy seeing we get at 40 footcanclles. True, we haven't worried so much
about glare as we have about bumps because
our eyes seem less immediately responsive to
abuse than do our buttocks. Flowever, clients
have a right to expect that their eyes will be
properly provided for in any new facilities
which they ask you to design for them-whether
it be in a new structure or a remodeled old one.
In other words they want both productive footcandles and comfort.
In this presentation we have not discussed
nìany questions, such as reflected glare from
work, or from polished desk tops, or from that
really needless source of ocular pain, the glass
cover^ed desk. Other utilitarian aspects of lighting of equal importance have also been passed
o\¡er. There has been no time to talk about
(Continued on page 37)
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By MÃTTHEW LUCKIESH and A. H.

T.A,YLOR, Lishtins Sesea¡ch Laboratory, Nela Park

THr, advent of a new scource of artificial light
commonly results in various suspicions and
complaints. This is sometimes true in a lesser
clegree when a radical change in a lighting installation is made. Anyone who has witnessed
various major advances in light production and
in systems of lighting, and who has been in a
position to receive inquiries and complaints,
knows that many suspicions are entirely unwarranted from either a factual or a theoretical
. basis. Some appear to spring from a òonfusion
of glare with a rneager acquaintance with the
known facts of radiant energy. Confusion of
this sort can only be dissipated by quantitative
rneasurements or experienced observation and
analysis. Complaints of fluorescent lighting
which have any factual basis are generally
found to be due to glare from bare lamps in
the visual field or to other violations of the
principles of good lighting and seeing conditions. Those which involve indictments of the
radiant energy emitted by fluorescent lamps
find no support in knowledge ancl experience

I
I

I

ol even in souncl theory.
Many in the lighting indusry recall the sus-

I

picions which arose when the mercury lampthe Cooper-Hewitt mercury arc-was introduced

i

for lighting purposes.

' ting ultraviolet

It

was accused

of emit-

energy in quantities harmful
to the eyes and even to the skin. Its discontinuous spectrum was accused, on the basis of
,rague uniupported theory, of being detrimen-

i
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I
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Ì
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-tal to the visual sense. Similarly infrared energy

emitted by filament lamps has been accuseã,
and still is occasionally, of harmful biological
effects, notwithstanding the fact that no such
effects of infrared energy have been established.
Furthermore, there is no sound theoretical basis
for such a suspicion.
Even the meager and spectrally limited ultraviolet energy from tungsten-filament lamps was
seriously suspected of being harmful. Bulbs of
special glass ar.rd even "protective" eyeglasses
were recommended in the early part of the
tungsten-filament era. When the blue-green
bulb converted the tungsten-filament lamp into
a so-called "daylight" lamp, ?'minor flood of
suspicions and complaints arose. Many were
ridiculous in varying degree, as is rue in these

I

l

" Reprinted in part from llluminating Engineerirg.
Luckiesh, D.
Norstrand Co., New York, 1944.

I Light, Vhion ønd Seeing by Matthew
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early 1'ears of fluorescent lighting. Glare and
poor seeing conditions, including inadequate
light upon the task, have been the common
causes of the justifiable complaints.
In appraising suspicions and complaints of
light and lighting, it should be borne in mind
that most persons who make the original complaints can scarcely qualify as competent observers or analysts. Furthermore, there is no
more fruitful freld for quacks and quackery
than in the field of light, color and radiant
energy. Note the extensive use of so-called colorthempy notwithstanding the lack of a sound
foundation of acceptable proof. Lighting is
not entirely free from this kind of practice
"beyond. knowledge" which, whether intentional or not, is quackery. Of course, a certain
illuminant may possess specific advantages in
specific cases involving the appearance of color,
esthetic or psycholoeical effects, and the mixture
of artificial light with natural daylight.l Hovr'ever, common illuminants do not differ significantly in their contribution to visibility. Even
the differences in efiectiveness in this respect
among colorecl illuminants are surprisingly
slight as measurecl by various criteria which
have been adequately developed by careful and
extensive research. Purely monochromatic light
is an exception under certain conditions, but
obviously this as well as the other "colored"
illuminants is not acceptable for general lighting practice.f

Uhrøaíolet Energy
No reputable manufacturer would make a
light-source available to the public without
adequate control of the output of ulûaviolet

energy. Nevertheless, fluorescent lamps have
been extensively subjected to suspicion in this
respect and some eyesight specialists and others
have advocated tinted eyeglasses or safety glasses
to "protect" the eyes from the ultraviolet energy

emitted by these lamps. It shoulcl be realized
that the composition of the glass envelope of
a light-source can be so controlled that the
short-wave limit of the spectrum of the transmitted energy can be fixed at any point desired.
For example, the manufacturer may decicle to
limit the spectrum of a light-source to that of
natural sunlight or skylight. It should also be
realized that the harmful efiect of ultraviolet
energy not only depends upon the wavelength
Page I5 (471

of the energy but

also upon the intensity of
energy upon the eyes, skin, etc. In addition
ti,me is a factor. In other words, the harmful
dosage of energy of a given wavelength is a
matter of time times intensity. Without quan-

TABLE

Levels of llluminafion during fhe Midday Hours
on Clear Days in Summer, Compared with That

from White (35oO") Fluorescent Lamps.

titative measurements of these factors in terms
of the biological efiect under consideration any
conclusion is purely speculative.
The spectrum of natural sunlight or skylight
ends in the ultraviolet region in the neighborhood of À2950. At high altitudes it may extend
slightly further but it seldom if ever reaches

,12900 anywhere that human beings are exposed
in large numbers for long periods. Careful studies of the erythemal effect of ultraviolet energy
have been made for normal eyes and skin. The
effectiveness of energy of wavelength longer
than À3150 in producing erytherna of the skin

a.
b.
c.
d.

countered outdoors.
In a laboratory equipped for such work deli-

cate measurements of ultraviolet energy in
various prescribed and meaningful ways are
readily made. For many years ultraviolet energy
has been a major interest of the authors and
their colleagues. Although the intensity of
ultraviolet energy (shorter than ,t3150) from
sunlight and skyligtrt outdoors varies considerably even on clear days, typical results obtained
cluring midday in midsummer are Presented in
Table I. This band of ultraviolet energy is
measured in microwatts per square centimeter
for the levels of illumination indicated for the
various illuminants. It is seen that the intensity
of this erythemally efiective energy is commonly
a hundred times greater on a clear day outdoors during the midday hours in midsummer
than it is for 50 footcandles of direct or unreflected light from white (3500') fluorescent
lamps. The ultraviolet energy shorter than
¡3150 emitted by daylight (6500") fluorescent
lamps is about 2.3 times that from white fluorescent lamps. The actual outPut of this ultraviolet energy from fluorescent lamps varies with
the thickness of the glass, with the coating of
the phosphors and other factors but the variations are insignificant for the present PurPose.
In the lower part of Table I the values of
ultraviolet energy shorter than ¡,3150 are erythemally weighted. Thus they rePresent a
better picture of the efiects upon the skin and
the conjunctiva. The values in the,third column indicate that sunlight and skylight on a
clear day during the midday hours 'in midsum(48) Paee
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Direct sunlight
Skvlisht, clear blue sky
Sunlight plus skylisht
Direci fluorescent lisht, 3500' white

candles

¡

Microwatts
pef sq. cm.
per footcandle

Microwatts
per sq. cm.

Foot-

+

Actual

Relative

Actual

Relative

lntensity of Ulkaviolet Energy Shorter than X31 50*
ô.

óó00

b.

'1900

c.

8500

d.

50

or conjunctivitis (inflatnation of the conjunctiva or outer membrane of the eye) is negli-

gible excepting in dosages never encountered
with fluorescent lamps indoors and rarely en-

I

lnlensily of Ultraviolet Energy Shorter than \315O
Measurèd in Microwatts pcr tq. cm. for Certain

70

5ó
111

146

216

173
0,8

1

0.0085
0.0ó90
0.o205
0.01 ó0

o.53
3.85
1.28
1.00

lntensity' of Ultraviolet Energy Shorter than \31 50
Erythemally Weishtedf

1.ó3
11 .1
0.00820
3.88
0.00272
23.1
c.
1.00
o.0007
1
o.035
50
d.
* Most surfaces do not efficiently reflect ultraviolet energy
shorter than \3150. Iherelore, the footcandles due to
ràflected light are generally aciompanied by relatively
little of th¡s erythemally elfectivø energy.
t A six-vear record of erythemally weiShted ultraviolet
Lnnrou in d"vliqht indicates that iñ midwinter it is about
ô.

b.

óó00
r 900
8500

1.5

214

15.6

450
óó0

0.1 íhat in midõummet at

40'N

0.001 14

latitude.

rner aïe common\y' several hundred times as
erythemally effective as 50 footcandles of direct
from white fluorescent lamps'
light
-In the
last column of Table I are Presented
the actual and relative values of ultraviolet
energy shorter than À3150 þer footcandle'
When the footcandle intensities of sunlight,
skylight and fluorescent light are multiplied by
these factors it is seen that there is no cause to
worry about the ultraviolet energy from levels
of illumination from fluorescent lamps many
times greater than those now being specified.
In fact, workers in lamp factories exposed all
day long to 600 footcandles of light directly
from fluorescent lamPs have suffered no efiects
attributable to ultraviolet energy. Actually the
intensity of erythemally weighted ultraviolet
energy upon their eyes is much less than the
intensity their eyes are exposed to outdoors
during midday on a clear day in midsummer.
In this connection it should be emphasized that
the biologically-efiective ¡:ltraviolet energy is
generally greatly reduced by reflection from
most surfaces.
The intensity of erythemally weighted ultraviolet energy on the earth's surface due to skyThe NlÀ.GLZINE ol LIGIIT

liøht is oltcn gleater than that clue to direct
.,irrfigttt chrring midday.f This is indicated in
ialtle I but an example is helpful.
If a person is standing outdoors on a clear
¡l¿y cluring the midday hours in sumrner with
n;s back to the sun, the level of illumination

,

ar rhe vertical plane of his eyes may be 500 footcandles clue to light from a clear blue sky. lfhe
ultraviolet energy shorter than À3150 per footcanclle of direct skylight is 3.85 times greater
than that accompanying one footcandle of clirect light from white fluorescent lamps. llherefore, from this viewpoint the 500 footcandles

of clirect light from the sky are accompaniecl
by as much of this ultraviolet energy as 1925
footcanclles of clirect light from white fluorescent lamps or about 840 footcandles of direct
light from daylight fluorescent lamps.

Considering, in addition to this, the fact that
tîost reflecting surfaces have low reflection factors for this ultraviolet energy shorter than
À3150, there is no factual basis for suspecting
rhat fluorescent ìighting can possibly be harmful to norrnal eyes and skin. Obviously this
statement is a safe one for levels of illumination

many times greater than those of the best
flnorescent lighting practice of the present
time. If the cornparison with skylight is made

on the basis of erythemally weighted ultraviolet
energy, as indicated in the lower half of Table I,
it is obvious that several thousand footcandles
of fluorèscent light would be no more "harm-

ful" than

500 footcandles of light during midon a clear miclsummer day.
It is possible that the conjunctiva may lose
some of its adaptation to ultraviolet energy just
as skin does during the winter months when the
sun is at low altitudes. Flowever, it shoulcl
become adapted again just as the skin does outdoors. There is also the possibility of an abnormality of the skin or of the eyes in some
cases which might make a person supersensitive. However, such a person shoulcl experience
real trouble if exposed to skylight outdoors
even for a short period of time.
clay

I

Infrared Energy

I

Little space need be given to a discussion of
infrared energy accompanying the light from
fluorescent lamps. There is scanty evidence
that this energy is directly responsible for any

'!

.:

biological efiect and certainly there is no proof
that it is harmful to the eyes or skin in dosages
obtainable uncler artificial lighting conditions.
f

Seasonal Variations of Ultraviolet Energv in Daylight,
Matthew Luckiesh, .A.. H. Taylor and G. P. Kerr, fournal
of. the Fraøklin lnstitute, 238, 1944, r.
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TABLE II
ln(ensily of Radiant Energy per Footcandlc

for Various llluminanls

Microwatts per sq. cm
per footcandle
Clear skylight through

rf"

glass

Sunlight, midday midsummer
Sunlight through l(" glass

7.5

o
Fluorescent lamp, 4O-watt, 3500
clear glass
Fluorescent lamp, 4O-watt, ó500'
clear glass
Same through
Tun gsten-filament lamp, ó0-watt
Tungsten-filament lamp, 1 00-watt
lament
Tun
200-watt

Same through

Actual
4.9
9

l("
rf"

I

3.5

10

4.s
55
45
40

Relativø
0,61

1.12
0.94
1.00
0.44
1.25

0.5ó
6.9
5.ó
5.0

Flowever, in respect to the quantity of in{rared
energy, light from fluorescent lamps compares

favorably with that from midsummer sunlight
ancl skylight.

It

is seen in lfable

II that the total radiant

energy accompanying one footcandle, supplied

by light directly radiated from the bare light
source, is about the same for fluorescent lamPs
as

for midctay rnidsummer sunlight. A

sheet

of clear glass rf inch in thickness considerably
reduces the total radiant energy per footcandle
from these sources. Actually fluorescent light
after passing through this additional sheet of
glass is as "cool" as skylight entering through
a glass window. Viewed quantitatively under
proper consideration of footcandle levels, it is
overwhelmingly obvious that infrared energy
from fluorescent lamps is harmless to eyes if
claylight outdoors is harmless. And certainly
human eyes are adapted physically and physiologically to this and other aspects of the outcloor environment under which they evolved.
From Table II it is seen that the total energy
accompanying a footcandle of tungsten-fila-

ment light is about five times the quantity accompanying fluorescent light or sunlight. In
this respect 100 footcandles of direct tungstenfilament light equal about 500 footcandles of
sunlight. The intensities of sunlight on the
eyes ancl skin in the summertime are commonly
5000 footcandles.

Vísíble Rad.íant Energy
Certain vague ideas and loose theorizings in

rçgard

to the spectral character of light

or

visible radiant energy have persisted for a long
time. In general they are important only as
nuisances. With the advent of fluorescent lamps
some of these have been revived and the "vita-

.

(Contínued on page 22)
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STIMLIIUE f,AMPS ìn 6o*or.r,o*'ó
By C. M. CUTLER,

Nela Park Ensineering Division

Tnr

advantages which the new Slimline (and
Circline) Mlzne fluorescent lamps will afford
to the designer of commercial lighting installations become evident as one considers the illumination of a specific store. As pointed out

in a previous article, the Slimline lamp has been

given characteristics which supplement and
extend the features available in the earlier
Mezoe F lamps; thus the designer is given wider

opportunity in utililizing fluorescent lighting
to make a store more productive, distinctive
and attractive.

Some of the features which differentiate the
Slimline lamps are:
Dimensions and þroþortions. They provide
both intermediate and longer lengths than heretofore available. They are thinner in proportion to their length, thus afiording new appearance or style facilities.
Lower ualues of light outþut þer foot of lamp.
Choice of auxiliaries for each lamþ which
makes it possible to select from a wider range
of tube brightness values. Thus, the T-8 Slimline lamps operated at 100 ma. have only 70
per cent of the brightness of a 4O-watt Mezoe F,
whereas, the T-6 Slimline operated at 200 ma.
has a brightness of 60 pef cent higher than
that of the 40-watt.
The availability of low brightness is important with respect to shielding requirements.
The high brightness tubes make it possible to
obtain better redirection of light flux and
higher values of illumination from a minimum
space, or with least obstruction.
Base and socket designs which facilitate insertion and removal of long lamps in cramped
spaces.

How these features may be capitalized is sugin the large illustration on pages 20 and
2l showing lighting equipment which might
be installed in a postwar drug store such as the
one designed by J. Gordon Lippincott for the
General Electric architectural series.
Dimensions and proportions figure in nearly
every general and specialized application suggested in the store sketch. First, let's consider
the specialized applications, for it is in their
variety that the combination of features, available in Slimline lamps, can achieve such distinctive and exclusive results. The streamlined
simplicity of the layout and equipment of the
gested

(5O) Page IA

Stozn

rnodern store we have chosen for our example
invites the factors inherent in Slimline lamps
to heighten the objectives of the original design.
If we take detail A, we see how several
Slimline features are combined to contribute
special atmospheric values as well as the dual

pì.pose of edge lighting the sign letters and
þroviaing accents for top shelf displays' The
small diameter of the 42T6 lamp meant that
shielding could be small and inconspicuous.
Besides this convenience in applying a long
line of light to the purposes mentioned, there
were also the options of color, and either of
two light outputs. The 42T6 may be either a
l5- or 25-wati lamp. At the lower wattage, it
gives 900 lumens, at the higher, 1400' The
selection of the proper ballast at the time of
installation determines the option of light
outPut.

Detail B shows how a T-6 Slimline lamp permits an approximate f rcduction in the width
of showcase lighting units as compared with
the T-8 showcase lamp. From this, it is demonstrated in detail C that the narrow nose of
a display shelf may house a Slimline lamp without apparent increase in shelf thickness. If
the shelf is made of metal, the section could be
increased towards the back to house the ballast.
In showcases, the lamp indicated in the detail
sketch will provide adequate brightness to give
sufficient contrast with the general surroundings. The small diameter, again, makes prac-

tical the utilization of a source where it can
bring out the display at the bottom of the case.
Flere, too, the base and socket designs facilitate
insertion and removal of long lamps in cramped
space. Lamps at two locations in a case may
give more uniform distribution of light and
minimize fading of certain kinds of merchandise. This method also ofiers the additional advantage of using an economiçal Tulamp ballast.
For an example of flush architectural elements where depth is limited, note the suspended ceiling in the sketch on page 20. f{ere
the structural framing reduced the depth available for a continuous flush panel (detail D).
The Slimline is a practicable solution not only
because of its dimensions but also because the
range of brightness possible with the two values
ot light.
The brightness contrast between the panel
Thc ltllGÃZINE ol LIGIIT
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and the surrounding soffit may be relieved by
raising the brightness of the soffit. This may
be doáe to sorne extent by concealing Slimline
lamps at the top shelf of the back bar (detaìl I,)'
Slimtine may be used efiectively for lighting
the work area, too (detail F).
Displays become features when their brightness is several times that of their surroundings.
The Circline lamp concealed behind a frame
may encircle a small display and acromPlish
thai as illusrated (detail G) ' This is merely
one of the uses of Circline. (Others will be
illustrated in subsequent issues of the magazine.)

General n;íghting Fixtures
What do Slimline fl.uorescent lamps ofier for
fixtures? First, consider the physical dimensions of the lamps with reference to the proPortions of present units. The small diameter
coupled with relatively long length will probably give greater impetus to streamlined units
with smooth, trim lines. We may expect this
will tend to create the impression of lightness
in weight. It is obvious that T-8 (l inch) Slimline presents only 27" t}ire width in sideview as
the T-12 (lfi inches) which is the diameter
of the popular 4O-watt fluorescent lamp. This
means that in sideview, a fixture may be only
27" ttre dimensions of that for the 40-watt F
lamp to give the same degree of shielding and
the same utilization of light.
Second, when the T-8 lamps are operated at
70 per cent of the brightness (100 ma.) of the
40-watt lainps, the lumens-per-foot are somewhat less than half of that of the 4O-watt lamp.
lfhis means rnore than twice the lineal footage
of lamps are required for a given illumination.
This footage may be disposed in a more closely

Nq.2ISSUE,
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of fixtures or lines as compared
with individual units. This may be done for
spaced pattern

appearance or reducing brightness contrasts between frxture and background for greater com-

fort in the store. The lower brightness of the
lamp calls for a minimum of shielding unless
it is desired for a particular appearance.
The same lamps may be operated up to l0
per cent higher brightness than the 40-watt
T-12 fluorescent lamp. At the higher value,
the lamps are giving- three-quarters the lightper-foot of that of the 40-watt. This ofiers
still another step in-between for disposing the
light source in a pattern for a given illumination.
Slimline lamps increase the scope of fluorescent lighting by adding new facilities in physical proportions as well as options in light output.

DATA ON SL¡MLINE TAMPS
(For Multiple Operation)

Lamp

Max.
Nominal Over-all Cunent
*
(Mill¡Length
Length
(lnches) of Lamp amperes)

ens

Watts

(lnches)

t42I6I

42

40

r00
200

F6416

64

62

r00

F9óT8

72

96

70
94

1

900
400

23
38

I 400

22
38

1

900
100
200

30
52

1

900

t72T8

15
25

f00

21 50

400
2350
950
3300

* Nominal length includes one lamp plus two multiple
sockets.

t

T-ó is Y¿," oulside diameter (approx.)
T-8 ir 1" outside diametcr (approx.)
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UTILLIAM L. ENTIETD
Nela Park scientist, well known to many
Magazine of LIGHT readers, passes on.

TnB electrical industry lost an outstanding
leader and pioneer in the lamp development
field with the death, on March 21, of William

L.

Enfield.

Coming to the Engineering Department of
the National Lamp Works in 1910, his service
with the General Electric Company continuecl
to his death.
From l9l4 to 1939, he held the position of
manager of Lamp Development Laboratory at
Nela Park. Since 1939 his post had been that
of consulting engineer.
To Mr. Enfreld's genius may be attributecl
much of the amazing Progress which took place
in the development of electrical light sources
and in the modern art of lamp manufacture in
the quarter century he headed the "LDL."
He possêssed a rare gift of being able to
stimulate and encourage others to leave no
stones unturned in their laboratory pursuits.
Born at Chase, Kansas, on March 26, 1879the sarne year Edison invented the world's first
corrmercially practical incandescent lamp-Mr.

Radiant Energy
(Conlinued Írom Page 17)

min era" has added a new influence' Many
who practice illuminating engineering are confused and even left in doubt, for the reason
that they do not have a sufficient background
of knowledge in various sciences to understand
or to appraise these speculations. This is particularly irue when the speculations are exPressed
in the complex unfamiliar language of branches
of science not extensively associated with light
and lighting.
During many ycars o[ research with visible
and invisible radiant energy one becomes familiar with, and active in, various highways of
science extending far beyond physics into such
realms as physiology, biology, psychology, and
ophthalmology. From this extended experience
one must conclude that there is no proof at
present that the spectral distribution of energy
of any illuminant, suitable for general lighting
applications, is any more detrimenral to the
(54) Prgo
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DR. ENFIELD

Enfield was rcared

in

the environment of the

farm.

He attended Kansas State, Kansas State

Teacher's College, Chicago U., and M. I. T.
In addition to a B. S. in Electrical Engineering,
an honorary Doctor of Engineering degree was
conferred on him by Kansas State College

in

1939.

The pioneering spirit of Mr. Enfield lives on
to serve as an inspiration to those who carry
on for him and for G-E in the Nela Park
clevelopmental laboratory.

or visual sense than that of any other illuminant suitable for extensive use. As yet the
only source of suspicion is loose theorizing or
mere speculation with no foundation of souncl
theory or measurement. Theorizing is a necessary step in temporarily bridging the known
with the unknown. Flowever, it should be
properly labeled and it must not ignore known
facts and experience. Theorizing without any
basis of fact is nothing more than speculation.
Even this has its place but it should be confined chiefly to the realms of scientists. Certainly it provides no foundation for any conclusion or practice.
cyes

I

'

The f oregoing þortion of the article reþrinted

from "Illuminating Engineeringi' represents
about the first half of the full text. For those
who would follou the statement through to its
ref

erence

to

contemporary d,eueloþments the

comþIete article is recommend,ed,.
Ihc
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TIGHT REFRESHERS l"n txìetíng J{o*tt
By MÄ,RY E. WEBBER,

NeIa Park Ensineerins Division

Dxcrrrr.rc and freshly creative as is the concept

of new postwar homes

the No. 6, 1944
issue), realistic thinking recalls-and not without gratitude-that millions of our American
homes still stand and will for years to come.
Fortunately for the millions of families who
will occupy them, many of the ideas so smoothly
integrated with the structure in the unfolding
new architecture, can actually be applied to
(see

existing homes in pleasing, if modified forms
to create in them, too, surroundings in better
tune with the human needs of our chaotic and

emotionally disturbing times. As postwar
adjustrnents unfold, there

will be

increased

depenclence on the home's environment for
repose, for renewal of depleted energies, ancl
respite from deep anxieties-for "refreshment"

of body and spirit.

The "design for living"

homes, referred to
above, sensitively interpret these needs in the
emphasis on easier serviceability, on greater
spaciousness (not solely dependent on large
area) , on a closer kinship between the inside
of the house and the outdoors. Also on the

flexible, enveloping, and generous artificial
tighting to take over when Nature's lighting
fails. Of these four particular factors contributing to more happily natural living conditions,
it is the latter-generous artifrcial lighting-that
has generally been given the least attention.
This seems odd in view of the reaclily recognized "lift" we experience on the frrst bright
sunny day after an extended period of heavy
cloud-cast days, and in view of the known-sowell-it's-forgotten fact that the eyes cannot
function at all without light.
The widespread inattention to the home's
nighttime lighting may result from the belie{
that once the home was wired for electric light,
the ultimate was reached. Because the early,
readily-accepted forms of light gave efiects so
utterly clifferent from Nature's lighting, it was

assumed by many families that they coulcl not,
or need not have similar character. These families. have been seemingly satisfled with whatever lighting the house provided and been
hesitant to make the expenditures for newer
lighting systems and so have not experienced
the true value of lighting improvements and
their significant influence on the home's, intirnate livableness.
In the quick-passing but relatively few years
since electric lighting was introduced, continuing study and research have developed a maturing science and art of lighting. Combined

with standards of specifrcation for needed

eye-

sight protection, for greater comfort, safety, convenience, as well as for decorative and spiritual
efiectiveness, a great human service is provided.

Lamp bulbs have undergone continuing development toward lower cost, higher efficiency,
and increased types for broadened application.
(See page 34.) llable and floor lamps are at
last being designed as true aids to seeing instead
of mere whims of fashion or decorative acces-

sories. Ceiling fixtures-or necessarily substituting inbuilt means of sufiusing the whole
room-now bear no resemblance to their gas-jet
or even further removed predecessors.
Yet today there remain over a hundred million of the "horseless buggy" type fixtures.
There are still only an average of seven table
or floor lamps in five-room homes that commonly have as many as sixteen groupings in
which light is needed. And less than a third
of all lighting equipments use the lamp bulb
intended for them!
For this large majority of existing houses
that must be the postwar homes of so many,
there is indeed "refreshment" in store once
their modernization can be undertaken. Now
is the time for investigation and planning. May
the following "iclea" pages afford inspiration
and guidance.

*

The Brown-Out
(Continued Jrorn page 4)

If y<lu have never had a chance to compare
your own street lighting with the type of srreer
lighting approved by the Street and Highway
Lighting Committees of the Institute of Traffic
No.2

ISSUE,1945

Engineers and the Illuminating Engineering Society, here is the opportunity-right in your own
back yard-under your own local conclitions.
Sample installations of a temporary nature
but with full efficiency and effectiveness can be

installed and put in operation at a relatively
small cost.
Page 23 (55)
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plastic of high efficiency, held in cylindrical shapø

by the curved chromium cross bars, shields a 4O-watt fluores-

i

qi

-¡.¿â

cent tube and diffuses its light over the entire work surface
on this sinl< wall with far greater smoothness and less shadow

than its predecessor-the undersized "kitchen globe"
shown in the ínset, Note too, how much less obtrusive is
the newer fixture despite its increasød size, due both to
the lower contrast between it and its adjacønt ceìling and
side wall and to its more harmonious "flow" with the

.j

lines of the room.

For the many homes in which kitchens haùe

lii

t,
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been modernized

without thought of lighting, thø fluorescent lamp with its
multiplø lengths offers a flexiblc møans of adding daylight's
counterpart over all the work centers-wiih no more working
in one's oln shadow. There is no slightøst hint of "afterthought" in appøarance, either. Fitting snugly under the
cupboards on both sides of this two-wall kitchen are
bacl<ground-matching reflectors equipped with the 2-foot,
20-watt daylisht tube, switch, and conveniønce outløt.
(Tubes so placed are not necessarily shielded sincø they
cannot be seen from normal eye positions). The over-sink
space between the cupboards is spanned by the 3-foot,
3O-wait tube in a reflector controlling the downward light
in a narrow beam, The sketched fixture (two 4O-watt
daylisht tubes) completes the "daylighting" and the owner's
pride in her easy-to-work-in l<itchen.

'J

Evøn thø most modest home kitchen neød not be deprived
either of light where it is needed most or of that modern
streamlined look. lt can bø attained inexpensively as irr
this small kitchen. An inserted valance board hides a
plain pull-chain socket and 1 OO-watt lamp (søe cross-section
drawing). Thø silvered-bowl type avoids the annoyancø
of hand shadows at the sink. Plug-in strip attached on the
under-cupboard wall surfaces allows the use'o[ 40-watt
(or óO-watt if the space is longer) lumiline lamps and a
conveniønce outlet for small appliances,

TIte
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ROOMS
Basement laundries arg often gloomy even in daytime and
with the too-common meagre and tiring light for use in the
evening-the only time mâny women have to struggle with
the wash-it's little wonder dispositions snap. Once sim'

ple, industrial-type two-lamp reflectors (40-watt dayl¡sht
tubes) are hung over the tubs and ironing space, there's no
woman who wouldn't thrill with their help and wonder how
she's ever put up with working in the "dark."

Despite the long-established standard for lighting outlets
on both sides of the mirror, homes by the thousands must
get along with but a single outlet above' But here is a
new bracket (surprisingly low in cost) that makes the best
of a bad sta¡t. The plastic open-top shade holds a lens
which serves to focus truly revealing light on the face while
the 1O0-watt lamp spreads softening light indirectly through'
out the room. lt boasts a convenience outlet too. The
convenience and safety of 7-watt nighçlishts in baths, halls,
children's or invalid rooms should not be overlooked' Note

the plug-in type above the towel rack.

Fluorescent minor-length brackets

provide more light on the face

than typical filament ones for
clearer and smoother reflection.
They allow no distorting brow,
nose, or chin shadows no matter
how tall or short the user! Sh¡eld-

ing is often prelened for

more

finished appeôrance and is ess¿ntial with the one-inch (T-8) tube.

Page 25 (57)

DII{ING
Something refreshingly new côn be added

to most dining rooms through a lightlns
plan that spells greater variety in keying
the room's atmosphere to the occasion,
The simple graceful crystal-draped fixture

w¡th its silk-shaded candles

produces

sparkle and emphasis on the table and the

family group. But what woman doesn't
look to candles to cast the party spell?
We think the men would accept them
more gracefully if they were augmented

in this room by background lighting.
Plug-in strip was easily attached the full

as

length on the bay side of the opening and

equipped with f¡ve 3O-watt lumiline
lamps, prefened here to fluorescent tubes
since the latter in giving nearly three
times the light for the same space coverage would defeat the soft subtle effect.

This type fixture is a wise replacement choice for
obsolete and over-ornamental bare lamp shower

fixtures in the informal dining room that must
double in its family use. lts shade conceals a
glass bowl that diffuses the downlight from a
100-900-300-watt lamp, allowing low or moderate amounts for dining and plenty when the table

serves

f

or

games

or study. The metal

urns

(balancing pairs on opposite walls, 60 watts each)
fade into the wall paper when not in use and
produce low over-all light to complement candles.
(See opposite page.)

(54)
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ROOMS
Spaciousness and greater flexibility are
immediately gained by taking out partitions
between the small dining room and living
room-thus creating the currently popular

dining alcove. Then a f¡xture close knit
to the ceiling is preferable. Added dtamatic downlight can be attained without
high fixture-brightness if a reflector and
I 5O-watt silvered-bowl lamp is lecessed
above the ceiling line (see inset). The
unusual window tteatment with its pro-

!
:

jecting frame includes lumiline lamps across
the top-for a change of pace in the setting
and for keeping the alcove alight when the
table is not in use.

No. 2 ISSUE, 1945
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Ceiling fixture-three óO-watt lamps
Swivel-arm floor lamp-100-200-300-

watt lamp
Headbo¿rd'
lnset

box-two

1S-watt lumiline lamps

end to end

Reflector-two óO-watt lumiline lamps

end to end (3O-watt fluorescent
applicable)

--4
room-at right-"comes of age" with the young
occupant in this miracle of modernizationabove. Space is planned for bedside accouterments
The

boy

within reach and without clutter in the smartly tailored
cabinet-headboard. lt is free standing and built high
enough so that pillows may be propped up for good
reading posture without losing the usefulness of either
shelf or li9ht. Switches placed within the shelf control the glass-covered light box inset in the top-for
decorative highlight, and the front surface-mounted
¡elleclor and lamps-for truly good reading light.
And convenience outlets are wiãln for the radio,

I

o

:,

I

elect¡ic blankøt unit and clock! The fixture and
chair lamp are nicely selected for harmony of line
and forthright function.
(6O) Page 2a
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A simple and practical dressing tablø fits
neatly into this trim and space-saving wall
treatment for increasing storage capacity
in the small bedroom, and the need of
other furnishing than beds is thus obviated!

The window assures undeceiving make-up
light for daytime, replaced at night by the
vanity lamps (ó0 watts each). Their white
shades fuse eÍÍeclively and comfortably
into the whitø curtains and Venetian blinds.
Because of the uncommonly low stool,

lower-than-usually-røcommended lamp
the shades correctly at

standards bring
face heisht.

So closely coordinated is the
lighting with the use and ap-'

of both the separate
groupings and the unified
scheme in this redone room
that ih final livableness is as
peôrance

satisfying as the "brand new."
Coherence is fostered by the
similar tonød rose-biegø walls
and carpeting, by the mirror

composition with its seeming
side frame of light, and by the

I

r

I

over-spreading soft lighting
from the ceiling fixture and adjustable bed and bridge lamps.

Ceiling fixtures-three óO-watt
lamps

Pin-to-wall lamp-1 50-watt
lamp

Bridse lamp-50-1 00-1 50watt lamp

Minor brackets-two

3O-watt

white fluorescent

Built-in desk lamp-40-watt
lumilinø lamp.

Thø ùIA,GAZINE of LIGtrT
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TIVING ROOM
"Don't Fence Me ln" could well be sung with hea*felt

ffi
ffi

l¡teralness by the tenants of this apartment living room,
Its 11 x f 2'dimensions are the more cramped by "busy"
fabric design, dark woodwork, heavy cornice, and depressive and rigid nighttime lighting. Too few portable lamps
with under-sized bulbs receive no lishtins lift from the
ceiling fixture, While the dense parchment drum succeeds
in hiding the unsightly bare-lamp fixture underneath, ¡t also
absorbs most of its light, leaving the room in contrasting
pools of light and dark.

"Ouieter" and more tasteful slip covers, drapery
fabric which blends with the wall-paper, and
ivory paint correct the most obvious decoration
incongruities. lt is the trick of widening the
window and suffusing the wall and ceiling with
soft, yet accentuating l¡ghting that really adds
space in illusion and refreshment in reality. The
draperies are pushed back over the narrow wall
areas (allowing greater daylight infusion) and
unified by the wall-to-wall wood strip backed
with lumiline lamps. The stage is set for relaxation, music, or conversation. When eyes dictate
activity, the strip lighting is spelled by the new
purposeful ceiling fixture for more general, yel
mellow room lighting, and close within each
major grouping is a portable lamp keyed both

to good aspect and to comfortable seeing.

(See

below for similar heatment with fluorescent:)
Ceiling fixture-three óO-watt lamps
valance-seven 3O-watt lumiline Iamps
Bridge lamp (at left)-1 S0-watt lamp

\food

End-table lamp-l 0O-watt lamp
Large table lamp (not shown)-two óO-watt white
lamps

Though the wall lighting installation here appears
as if incorporated in thø original structure, it was
actually applied years later. Fluorescent tubes are
used in preference to lumiline for their much higher
l¡ght output, because the aim is primarily functional
to illuminate directly the sheet music and keyboard. The wiring channel and three 3O-watt tubes
run the full length on an applied wood strip which
is mounted tisht to the lower edge of the structural
beam forming the recess. The opposite wall has a
similar structural recess and is light-treated in the
same manner and most advantageously so, since
the room's depth is nearly double its width and
the room has no center f¡xture. The two luminous
walls, shedding l¡ght flðtter¡ngly throughout the
room, create by themselves, an enchanting social
atmosphere or, in combination with the portable
lamps, a most comfortable envi¡onment for concentrating eye activity,

'
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It's too generally accepted that

a portable lamp-especially if

it

is not skimpy in height and

uses

the "right" size bulb-

will lust naturally l¡ght whatevet oîe wants to see by it,
But that's not necessarily

sol

9t
The background is dark in these

pictures to emphasize the
l¡ghted effect on the magazine,
but should not be so in practice

for it offers eye-tiring contrast
with the lighted page,

The lamp bulb is located so high within
the narrow portion of this too-sharplycurved shade that its light cuts off far short
of covering the opened magazine.

it?

Better, isn't
And worth checking
beneath the shade to make sure the bulb

or bulbs "s¡t" low enough to allow an
elleclive spread of lisht-but not, of
course, to shine in the user's eyes.

These appealing and inviting groupings may dispel the too common belief that decorative harmony and eye-worthy lishtins
quality need be incompatible in a lamp-never when selection and placement are guided equally by design and lighting commandments. The table on the following page endeavors to outline the latter, and one's own home setting suggests the former.

No,
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A

CHECK LIST FOR CHOOSING "ETE.WISE" PORTABLE TAMPS
(Lamp Heighlsr Shade Sizes and Bulb Waltages for Common Types and Uses)
Lamp Heighi Shade Diameter

Lamp Types and Uses

To Top

of Shade
(Approx
lnches)

Larnps fo¡ Flat-top Home Desks
Never placed in hont of user.

94-28

width

(Approx.

of Upper Edge

Filament

lnches)

(lnches)

Lamps

15-18

Bowl preferred-

1

g_98Á,, diffusing

Fl

uorescent

Lamps@

00-1 50

tYPe
1

Lamps for End Tables
(Based on 9ó" hish tables. Lo*-ruut

Lower Edge

Total Bulb ìrValfage

lnner BowlO

4-18

l-length
shielding

Ful

30-40

None

19-23

't

4-18

Bowl prefened.
Special etched or
prismatic type-6"

24-30

16-'19

Bowls preferredgzTgl1t' diffusing

lounqe chairs w¡th lower tables can use

I 00-1 50

shortär lamps than higher tables by
higher-seat chairs.)

Large Table Lamps

Vanity Lamps for Dressing Table¡

20
20

Fu

B-1 0

No bowl

ll-length

No bowl

1

20-300
ó0-1 00
15

shieldins prelered

Vanify Lamps for Dre¡ser¡

96
26

Pin-to-t¡Yall Lamps

1.

For use over sinks, telephone tables,
each side of mirror (hung so that center
of shade at face level).

Top of shäde@
hung 54-62"
above floor

Hung 48-60"

B-1 0

Shieldins prelerred

8-r 0

Full-lensth shielding prefened-

No bowl

ó0-1 00

No bowl

20

No bowl

ó0-1 00

No bowl

1

5-40

possible exception
of bath, powder
room mrrrofs

9.

For longer period eye use at desks,

sewing machine, chairs, over beds,

Top of shade
hung

10-18

Bowl prefened-

Full-length
shielding

No bowl

54-62"

1

g_92Á,, diffusing

00-1 50

davenports, dinette tables, etc.

Hung 48-ó0"
above floor

't5-40

A

stage set,

to be sure, but

your home is your

stase

setting. Study its nighttime
atmosphere. Do you find

deep, gloomy

shadows,

disturbing spottiness, fixtures you'd rathe¡ not tu¡n
on because their light is not
flattering?

(641 Page 32
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A

CHECK LIST FOß CHOOSING "EYE-IVISE'' PORTABTE LAMPS
Lanp Height Shade Diamelcr
To Top

Lamp Types and U¡cs

of Shade

(Approx.

Upturned socket preferred. Use with
smàll secretar¡es, slant-front, or flat-top
desks. Beside-toward rear-small-scale
chairs. The larger scale of fluorescent

of Upper Edge

50-58

1o-'t 4

Bowl preferred-

42-50

Full-lensth
shielding

No bowl

5ffiO

16-90

Bowl essential,

9rÁ-10" diffusing

Somø have supplementary down-

Filament lamps
require 4" diffusing
cup,' fluorescent
need no additional

ishti ns

Filament
Lamps

1

Fluorescent
Lamps@

00-t 50

8-994" diffusing

Placed at rea¡ side of davenports, chairs,
and at keyboard side of pianos. Swingarm types allow exact adjustment of li9ht.

I

Total Bulb Waltage

width

(lnches)

models serve larger-scale desks and chairs.

Floor Lanrps@

(Approx.

Inner Bowl@

lnches)

lnches)

Bridge Lamps'€,,

Lower Edge

30-40

1

50-300

1

90-1 80

I

00-300

Or

30

diff usion

Torchieres
Not to be used for eye work. Serve for
over-all room lighting in living rooms,

dining rooms, recreation rooms,

60-66

Not equipped
with conventiona
shades

lnverted decorative
(dense) bowls-

6-16"

halls.

Best used in pairs,

@ The first certified lamps on the market inhoduced diffusing bowls within the shades. Their purpose is to improve the
quality of lighting for the more exacting eye tasks, to break up the harsh light inherent in 1OO-watt and larger
filament lamps, to soften shadows, and to reduce ¡eflections from shiny sufaces. This improvement in quality is not
gained without some loss of l¡ght. The shape, size and density of the bowls are important; certified ones are ¿¡n
insurance against unwarranted loss of lisht. Table lamps under 24 inches tall when equipped with a bowl, require
special bowls which bend the light for greater spread (compensating for the lower heisht). For more casual seeing
use, table lamps '19-?4 inches high, equipped with two adjustable sockets (using the smaller óO-watt bulbs)
are satisfactory.
@ \flattages listed refer only to that consumed by tubes. From 4.5 to 9.5 additional watts consumed by ballasts,
depending on tube size. Only portable lamps already developed using straight tubes are included. Postwar
developments using the circular lamps wiil extend fluorescent usage to greater variety of table and floor lamps.
@ The hansins heisht of pin-to-wall lamps is often a compromise between positioning lamp low enough to be within
24" ollask to be lighted and hish enough so that when standing alew Íeel from it, one cannot look intothe top
¿nd see the bulb.

O An

adjustable feature in the lamp stem is most desirable
of lounge chairs and davenports.

in order to f¡t the lamp most comfortably to the varying

seat heights

lf so, change your setting
too for smoother. and
more soothing interplay of

light and shadow.

Bettør

balanced and inter-related
lamps may also give several
"steps" of light. Fixtures to
turn on at will, allow varied

effects

to suit the "¿ct."

l\o. 2 ISSUE,
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GENERAL ELECTRIC MAZDA TAMPS
The data given here are necessarily restricted to lamps most frequently recommended
for home use. \flartime restrictions have eliminated a number of lamp types, finishes, sizes,
and voltages previously supplied. The table will therefore be subject to revision when
these restrictions may be liÍted.

To emphasize the importance of specifying lamps correctly, the application summary
for each type is preceded by wattage, bulb shape, and base data. Unless otherwise noted,
all lamps are made lor 115-,120-, and 125-volt circuits. To realize their designed life
and maximum eÍ{iciency, care must be taken in each locality to specify the lamp voltage
corresponding to the voltage furnished by the local light and power company.
Lamp Type

Watts

Bulb

Base

A-1 s

40

A-19
A-19

Medium
Medium
Medium

ó0

A-19

Medium

r00

A-21

150
?00
300

PS-95

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
ãnd Mogul

General Application

Gcneral Lighting

Servicc Lamps
The standard inside-frosted

15
25

lamps f¡ll the greatest variety

of home needs and are the

least expensive MAzDA

Lighted ornaments, portablø lamps for decoration
only, decorative shaded wall brackets.
Multiple-socket ceiling fixtures-shadeC ouldoor
lanterns.

lamps.

PS.3O
PS-35

Multiple-socket portable lamps and fixtures always

shaded. Ut¡l¡ty wall brackets, shadeC.

Torchieres and ceiling fixtur¿s
indirect types.
1

Daylight Lamps
These inside-frosted blue
glass bulbs (the two larger

A-19
A-93

ó0
100
150
200

sizes come also in clear blue
light than
other, fi lament lamps-more

'9lass) givea whiter

PS-2s
PS-30

Closets.

Single-socket portable lamps, 10" anC 12" enclosing
globes. Semi-and totally-indirect ceiling fixtures.

of ønclosing anC

5-1 00-watt sizes in built-in elements.

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Laundry and kitchen wall brackets (ó0- or I 00watt) and ceiling fixtures (1 50- and 2O0-watt)-thø
15O-watt in reading lamps where a more nearly
daylight quality is preÍerred.

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

shades. Special forms of ceiling
1OO-watt in bridge lamp adaptors.

Reflector lainps for indoor and proiøctor la
outdoor or indoor use where loc¿lized hi sh

nearly. like daylisht, but
with lower light output per
watt.than the inside-frosted
lamps.'

" Silvcred-Bowl Lamps
The'moit efficient source of

indirect

A-19
A-93

ó0
100
150
200

li9ht. lts mirrored

silver bowl.reflects from 9?
to 960/o of the light and
cannot tarnish or collect dirt.

PS.95
PS.3O

lndirect ceiling fixtures and adapter fixtures and
downlights.

Refleclor and Projcctor
Lamps

An

advance

in

'I

lamp con-

50

PAR-38
(Proiecto0

Medium

150

R-40
(Reflector)

Medium

T-10,55Á"

Medium

struction, making possible
self-contained lighting units
including within bulb efficient reflecting sufaces with
either flood or spotlight dis-

tribution, in 1 5O-watt sizes.

25

For picture or shelf lighting.

(ReflectoD

lndirect and
Three-Lite Lamps
The three-lite lamps have
two sepdrate filaments, allowing flexibility, for each
filament may be burned

300G)
1

00-200-300

t¡

50-'t 00-1 50

G-30
G-30
PS-25

Mog ul

Mo 3 ul
Mo s ul

Floor and table lamps. Special wall urns, dining
and breakfast room fixtures. Used primarily in
combination with inner diffusing bowls.

separately or in combination to produce three levels
of illumination.
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The Mazoe lamps shown above are representative of the types which have greatest application
in the home, Ttre "bulb desiqnations" with each may be helpnul in identifying the characteristic
shape of the types recommendld for specific uses in the table below. The lettørs.reprg9g1t_t!rg
bulb shape and'the numerals refer to its maximum diameter in eishths of an inch. Three "PS-95"
bulbs are included io show the three finishes, "inside frosted," "dayl¡sht clear," anC "silvered bowl."

GENERAL ELECTRIC MAZDA LAMPS (Continued)
Lamp Type

\(/atts

Lumilinc Lamps
Specially designed sockets

30

and housings make possible
the use of this type of lamp
to form continuous lines of

40
óo

Bulb

General Application

Base

I-8,18"

Disc

Available
shape and

T-8,18"

Disc
Disc

T-s,12"

in clear and white onlyO. Tubular
1" diameter make these lamps suitable

for' cove, minor lighting, under-shelf units for
kitchen work areas, and special built-in elements.

l¡

Fluo¡esccnt
Lamps

M¡zol

Not an

incandescent-fila-

8

ment lamp but an "electric
discharge" source, it must
be used with specially designed auxiliary equipment
to produce proper electrical

14
15
20
30

values,

40
1 00

Bipin
Bipin
Bipin
Bipin
Bipin

Similar applications to the above, and preferable
where hiqher efficiencies ¿nd coolness are important. Dailight quality particularly suited to kitchens,
laundries, wotkbenches, and baths. Av¿ilable in
white and daylisht@.
The 14- and 'l 5-watt sizes, usually in pairs, for desk
and bridse lamps, and as supplementary lighting in
semi-indirect floor lamps. 15- and 2O-watt sizes for
bathroom mirror brackets. 20-, 30- and 40-watt
sizes in ceiling fixtures (in pairs). The single 100watt for kitchens.

I-61,4.5r,4" lntermed iate
Mediu m
I-1o;'sy{'
Medium
T-B,11y8"

Special fixtures for picture lighting or other speciolized decorative l¡shtins. T-B in some bathroom
itchen cabihets.
tubular brackets and T-1 o
Available in clear and inside froste

T -5,

12"

T -12 ,15"
T -8, 19" ot
T -12,18"
T -12,24"
T -8,

T -12,
T -17 ,

36"
48"
60"

Min. Bipin

Med. Bipin
Med.
Med.
Med.
Med.
Mog.

Othcr Tr¡bular Lamps
These lamps meet special
demands for lineal shape
with standard sockets.

25
25

40

Lamps for Decorativc
and Miscellaneo¡¡s U5e3

1

6

s-ó

7@

c-7

7%

s-1

0

Candelabra
Candelabra
1

s-14

Medium
Medium

ink

Clear only
Clear and white only

I Nisht lishts, lighted

ments, radio and range lights.

Clear, white and inside

rosteä (some colors
in 120-volt only)
\flhite only

house

numbers, decorative orna-

White only
f

15

F-1

25

A-19

ó0

No. 5 Photoflash

0

A-21

B-1

1

Candelabra

Medium

\lhite
't

Medium

PS-e5

only)

White(Some colors
120-volt only)

Sin gle Con-

Operated

tact Bayonet

light battery

500

No.9 Photoflood

(Some colors

9O-voit

Medium

11

by

I

\lall

brackets and candelabra fixtures.

in 25-watt white for

shaded

wall brackets and candela-

in bra fixtures, and óO-watt
white for multiple-socket
table lamps and shaded fix.
tures, when aPPearance
dictates a lower briShtness

lamp than the standard inside
frosted.
flashFor use in home photography

5-volt only

@ Base-down burning only.

@ lnside-frosted and colored finishes discontinued in compliance with WPB Order L-28-a
@ Soft-white and all colors discontinued in compliance with WPB Order L-98-a.
@ Available in 12O-volt only.
No.
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When the møn of our armed forces have the time and opportunity to work on their postwar careers, they usually
enroll in the study courses made available for this purpose. This story concerns a Master Sergeant who decided
to prepare himself for the time he returns to North Carolina by taking the Armed Forces lnstitute Course in
illumination. Pictu¡ed above a¡e the texts used in the course. They were specially prepared for the armed forces
by lnternational Correspondence Schools. The student in this case noted that the author of the nine texts is
C. E. Weitz, llluminating Engineer at Nela Park. A resume of the correspondence inspired by the course follgws.

Ç,9'o o4',., 6zøíníng lon POSTIIIAR

LIGHTING IOBS

Correspondence with M. Sqt. Stephenson discloses keen interest

The first letter front
Ele c t ric, Schene ctady.

Cot'sicrL

to General

Sonno tirne back, while in the Unitecl States,
noticed you publislÌed a very helpful catalogLre
on "Lighting." As I am norv studying "Elec-

I

trical Illumination" through Armecl Forces
Institute such a book would be very helpful as
supplementary study material. If 1'ou have
any rnore for disribution I wolrlcl greatly appreciate one. Also, if you have any material
which rvould be helpful to a stLrdent of lighting
I rvoulcl be very grateful to receive it.
Inciclentally, the text material on this course
(68) Pase 36

by your NIr. C. E. \\¡eitz of the
Nela Park Engineering Division. In my opinion no one could be better qualifiecl.
The next letter front Corsica uas addressed
to XIr. Weitz.
I am honorecl to receive your letter o{ October S0th ancl wish to thank you greatly for yor.rr
cooperatiorÌ ancl interest in sending me helpful
literature in my study of illumination. It may
be interesting to yolr to knolv that I have recently completed the Arrned Forces Institute
Course in that subject with a lìnal average of
88 per cent. I feel that I have benelìtecl greatly
frorn it.
was written

The

IIIAGÀZINE

o/

LICHT

The corresþondence þresently included Mrs.

Steþhenson.

New Bern, N. C.
About two months ago I ordered a cancllefoot lightmeter for my husband. I didn't know
there were two different types of these meters,
so I just oltlered ancl purchased one. Sincc

theo I've written my husbancl that I was able
ro get it. He writes back that he hopes it isn't
the "pocket size." I'm mighty much afraid that
it is. Ffowever, he said if it was it will be
alright. I paid sornething like $11.00 for it.
Now he wants some attachments. If they rvili
t,ork rvith his lightmeter, please let me kuor'v
the cost.
The Master Sergeant's next letter tells about
Itis ligltlmeler.
Corsica

NIy wi{e writes nre that. she has the mouograrnmed G-E lightmeter she orderecl for me
from you people. I am proud to possess it as
I intend to find much real use for it after the
rvâr. Strange perhaps but my wife seems to be
just as interested as I am in the subject of
lighting. She tells me that the meter tells her
that her household lighting is very inadequate.
She'll altend to that "toute suite," as they say
over here, very quickly.

An inquiry to International Correspondence
the following:
A letter front I.C.S., to Mr. Weitz.

Sclzools þroduced

It

Scranton, Pa.
is a pleasure to be able to inform you that

the sale of our units on lighting, of which you
are the author, are anlong the few highest sales

veteran soldier who plans
his army career with one in lighting.

M. Sgt. Stephenson is a

to

cap

of groups of in¡truction units to the Army.
Originally, a few prerequisite instructiou units
were included with the entire lighting grouP.
At present, the lighting group of instruction
papers or lessons is considered as a unit bf itself. The entire group of lighting lessons is
packed by us as a unit and with thousands of
similar units are shipped at one time to an
Army Headqllarters. From there, the individual units are shippecl pmctically all over the
r.vorld to other Army Headquarters or camPs,
from rvhere the units are distributecl to interested personnel of the Army, both commissioned ancl private members.
It seems safe to assume that the soldier in
Corsica, to whom you refer, had completecl our
group of lighting instruction units rvhich is
listed by the Army under the general title,
ILLUMINATION.

*

Lightinq . . . Design for Seeing
(Continued frorn page 74)

rnany applications of artificial light of an
entirely different interest; colored light, for
example, is truly a new tool for the architects
just as was structural steel a generation ago.
With colored light, the designer can create
effects that greatly enhance the attractiveness
of a hotel foyer, a cocktail lounge, or a retail
store. In such applications I regard it as the
function of the architect or decorator to sketch
out the broad picture and then depend upon
lighting technicians to work out this picture
into a practical reality. And finally, as I saicl
earliei, this rvhole cliscussion is not intenclecl
No. 2 ISSUE' 1945

!

to furnish you with a solution of many illuminating engineering problems or even of a few
of them. Its primary purpose has been to point
out some of the factors which must be given
careful consicleration by your own engineer or
by your engineering consultant in the lighting
field; to help you to recognize the physical and
psychological limitations of his art; to bespeak
your sympathetic viewpoint toward his work;
and last but not least to urge you to insist
upon lighting which is both adequate and
comfortable, and not to succumb at the last
moment to the plausible but not necessarily
factual story of some fixture salesman of the
high pressure school, who fortunately represent but a minority of the industry.
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Suggested orrongements of the G-E Twin Turret lompholders
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TURRET FEATUR.ES
a The Turret elirninates the costly replacernent of broken larnpholders once
and for all.
a It provides rnaxirn..lrn protection
against the hazard of larnps falling out
of fixtures.

Maintenance lrlen need no longer
a.waste

tirne fussing with safety gadgets.
a The Turret's pleasing design will add
to the appearance and value of any
fluorescent lighting fixture.
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For additional information write to Section
Q355-39, Appliance and Merchandise Dept.o
General Electric Co., Bridgeport, Conn.
BUY WAR BONDS AND KEEP

THEM

Hear the General Electric rad,io progroms:
"The G-E AllGirl Orchesta" Sund'øy 10P,M.
EVT, NBC. "C-E l:Iouse Party" Monday
through Frid,ay 4:00 P.M. EV/T' CBS,

Your Pr*"h"r", of More War BottJt
During the Seventh War Lo"n Drive

Will Sp..J th. D"y O.rt Veteran
Fightit'g Men C*" R."lir. Tf is
* VIEV Of VICTONY *

